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Do you feel like everything that you’ve seen and known about America is being stripped 
from you? You grew up respecting the flag, the Pledge of Allegiance, and the National 
Anthem, but now we’re told that those things aren’t inclusive. They’re almost a national 
embarrassment. 

You grew up believing in Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.’s dream of where we judge people by 
the content of their character rather than the color of their skin. But now we have an all-
American company, Coca-Cola, telling their employees to be “less white.” Why didn’t they 
tell them to have more character? 

We’ve even lost attachment to common words and their meanings. If we lose that, how do 
we even communicate? 

“The fact is the left is going crazy, rewriting history and 
changing culture to adopt a Marxist perspective. And it’s 
happening at lightning speed.” –Kevin Freeman

It is time to stand up and push back when necessary, 
regardless of the cost. Sam Sorbo is helping America 
do that with her new book Words for Warriors. Sam 
is an accomplished actress. She’s a filmmaker. She’s 
an author, and she’s a homeschool mom. We invited 
Sam Sorbo into the Economic War Room® to share 
her insights and research from her new book, Words 
for Warriors, Fight Back Against Crazy Socialists and 
the Toxic Liberal Left.

Your Mission: To take a stand and not let your thoughts, words, or wealth be 
taken away. Our culture is under attack!

“Words are our thoughts and our thoughts are our prosperity. If you take that away, 
you’re taking away people’s ability to generate wealth, enjoyment, and to express 
themselves.” - Sam Sorbo

https://www.economicwarroom.com
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Ep. 4-130 (OSINT) Open-Sourced Intelligence Special Report. This includes quotes  
and summaries from Kevin Freeman and Sam Sorbo, in the Economic War Room®.  
Sam Sorbo holds many titles including filmmaker, radio host, actress, international model, 
author, wife, mother, home school advocate, and education activist. Her husband, Kevin 
Sorbo is world famous as the actor who starred in Hercules as well as for his roles in 
numerous other films and TV shows. In addition to his acting talent, Kevin is a producer, 
filmmaker, author, and father. Together, they are a real power couple in Hollywood trying 
to make a difference. 

1. The Concept of Wealth, Free Markets and Free Exchange.
Sam Sorbo breaks it down into simple illustrations:

“When talking with today’s youth, the question that I ask people is, ‘How is wealth 
created?’ Usually, I get blank stares because people go, well, the government prints 
the money. Money is not wealth. Wealth is value. How is value created? How is wealth 
created? “

 » A simple example of a free exchange and free market: 

Imagine I have three iPhones and you have $5,000 but you don’t have an iPhone. If 
you give me $800, I’ll sell you my iPhone. 

I don’t need it. I’ve got two others. You don’t 
need the $800, you’d still have $4,200. And 
so, we do a free (it has to be a freely given) 
exchange. A free market.

Who exits that exchange wealthier? Answer 
that question! 

The answer is: Both parties! Because it’s a free exchange, that is how wealth is 
created. Wealth is spiritual. It’s actually an incredible concept when you think 
about it. Because I had the iPhone and it was at the same value when I had it. 
Except it was less valuable to me.

And I am wealthier now with your $800, but you’re much wealthier now with an 
iPhone, even though it cost you. If the exchange is not free, the whole thing is 
broken and it doesn’t work. 

https://www.economicwarroom.com
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 » Likewise, a free exchange of speech is about accumulating a wealth of knowledge. 
Those conversations are being curtailed by the left. 

Sam said, “My kids were asking me about why we have to go to class and have 
conversations. And the reason is, because in good conversations there is a trading, 
there is an exchange of ideas that is freely given and freely taken.

And when that happens, we gain in the wealth of knowledge that we have, the 
wealth of intelligence we gain.“

“When that is curtailed, as the left tries to do, they try to silence our speech. 
They try to silence any dissent, any conversation, any discussion, any debate. 
That is actually trying to suppress wealth generation. And of course, you and 
I both know the left is against your wealth. They hate wealth. Well, they only 
like it for themselves.” –Sam Sorbo

We have to stand up to the silencing of speech because words are our thoughts 
and our thoughts are our prosperity. If you take that away, you’re taking away 
people’s ability to generate wealth, enjoyment, express themselves.

WARNING: “The other reason that we have to stand up to that is because (what 
the far left seeks), silence will lead to violence. It’s inevitable. And I’m not I’m not 
advocating for it. The left advocates for it by their very methodology.”

“The left hates your wealth. They like 
their wealth. And I think that’s the thing. 
If they can concentrate and control all 
of this, they’re able to skim off whatever 
they need for their purposes. Look at 
the HR-1 bill that has this provision in 
it where, if you’re if you’re running for 
Congress, you can get a salary off of 
your campaign that’s paid by tax dollars up to $600,000. I mean, the 
whole Orwellian idea, is that all animals are equal. It’s just that some 
animals are more equal than others.”  –Kevin Freeman

https://www.economicwarroom.com
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2. WOKE: Fascism is Leftism, Communism and Socialism

Sam explains, “The left wants us to believe that fascism is a is a distinctly right-
wing phenomenon. The right-wing fascists, the Nazi right-wing fascists. That’s just 
completely incorrect. It’s an oxymoron to say a right-wing fascist. And I stress the 
moron part of that word.

Fascism is leftism. It’s Communism. Socialism. 
They have the same artwork. They have the 
same coloring. They have the same violent 
tendencies and tactics, bullying tactics. And so, 
when I realized that they had actually managed 
to sort of pervert the meaning of the word or 
the or the interpretation of the word, I went, oh, 
my gosh, this is a terrible thing. What the left 
seeks to do. And by the way, they are liberal 
fascists, that that’s what they all are now.

They just they took Kevin (Sorbo) off of Facebook. That’s fascism. That’s not allowing 
somebody to express himself freely. It’s fascism right now. 

You can couch it behind. Well, you know, they’re a private company. Sure. But it’s still 
fascism. I don’t care what else you want to call it.” 

Political correctness is fascism. And I want to I want to sum this up. When you have a 
small child, who is starting to hit and bite you stop him. You say, “No. No. No. Use your 
words.” Why do you say that? Because the words, the conversation, the debates, the 
diplomacy is our last-ditch effort before violence. If the left can succeed at silencing 
dissent, violence will ensue and the left loves violence.

3. Sorbo Shares how Words mean something and we need to start using our language 
properly:

If you don’t use it, you will lose it. And we need to start using our language properly, 
because if they succeed in not just silencing us but making our language meaningless, 
violence will ensue. Like it’s part of the plan and they love that, you know, they love 
violence. 

https://www.economicwarroom.com
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I mean, they saw it last year when we had the riots and the left was just cheering 
them on and saying, “Oh, they don’t need masks in the middle of the pandemic. They 
should just go out. We need to give them the space to riot.” They were destroying 
minority-owned businesses in minority neighborhoods. And the left doesn’t care about 
the minorities. The Democrat Party doesn’t care about the minorities clearly. And you 
judge somebody by their actions, not by their words, especially the left, because the 
left lies all the time.

Words have Meaning!  Words are Essential – Time to take back our language

The title Words for Warriors is a bit of a tongue twister, but it’s a play on Saul Alinsky’s 
Rules for Radicals. And it is in a sense, a little bit of a guidebook or a reference book 
for folks out there. We need to take back our language. It’s fundamental. 

LESSONS IN HISTORY: How the term Gaslighting came about:

Gaslighting is a word that’s little understood. It originated from a Patrick Hamilton play, 
which was called Gaslight. It was made into a 
movie with Ingrid Bergman. And it was about a 
woman who married a man who wanted to do 
away with her. What he did was he enlisted the 
help of their servants to convince her that she 
was going crazy. The servants would dump a 
big tray of cutlery on the floor and she’d say, oh, 
my gosh, did you hear that noise? And by the 
time she ran downstairs to find out what had 
happened, the servants were instructed to tell 
her that nothing happened. They didn’t hear anything. There was nothing going on.

The title comes from the gas lights. It’s an older piece, and the house was lit by gas 
lights. He kept turning them down and turning them down, making her think that she 
couldn’t see very well anymore. 

https://www.economicwarroom.com
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Key Takeaway: This is what the left is doing to us every day. So, a man is a woman. 
What? I’m sorry, are you kidding me? It’s also the salami tactic. It’s just a slice at a time. 
And we have to be careful because, my gosh, if they can take away womanhood, then 
what was the suffragette movement for? What was any of it for? Now they’re taking 
away our entire culture? 

“If they can convince us that the 1619 project is true and that America is simply a 
racist nation and can’t ever escape their racist roots, that devolves into unforgiveness. 
There is no forgiveness ever for anything, is kind of where the culture is right now. And 
that’s a very sad place to be because frankly, we’ve all done something that we regret. 
And if forgiveness is not available to the nation at large, trust me, it’s not available to 
the individual, no question.”

4. The application of Gaslighting Today:

Antifa is just an expression of civil rights. But if you were standing outside the Capitol 
on January 6th in prayer or singing hymns (not breaking into the Capitol), you’re a 
domestic terrorist. 

How in the world do we get to where the language has been co-opted to such a 
degree? Up is down. Right is wrong. The left lies all the time.

The Democrat Party has been hijacked by the left, by staunch left wing communist 
anti-God fascists, progressives, Marxists, socialists. And don’t come at me with 
democratic socialism. There is no such thing, We have Democratic socialists serving 
in our Congress. They’re communists, they’re the watermelon party. They’re 
green on the outside and red on the inside. And all they seek is power, because the 
fascists and the leftists only seek power. 

5. What is truth?

Those on the left say the truth is evolving and that 
there is no absolute truth.
“They only want to control you. And by the way, 
that’s what the mask is all about. It’s to shut you 
up. It’s to curtail your words and curtail your 
ability to access the truth. The left hates the 
truth. Why? Because they lie. And the only thing, 
the most intolerant thing that we know is the 

https://www.economicwarroom.com
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truth. The truth won’t tolerate a lie. And the left knows this and that’s why they cannot 
stand. They can’t allow my husband to speak freely on Facebook. Mind you, all he was 
saying was, hey, did you consider this side of things? Did you see the CDC report that 
actually discredits the later report? Did you see this thing that Fauci said that actually 
contradicts the thing that he said after that? And they can’t have that. They can’t 
have the truth.” –Sam Sorbo

6. The Word Social Justice - Things that sound right but mean something else.

ATTENTION: Social Justice - if you need to modify the word Justice, you’re lying! 

There is only one Justice. There is only one truth. And so, it’s like saying a social truth. 
Well, the social truth is no, there’s only one truth. Social justice is basically a way of 
forcing the right and the truth believers to compromise. 

When they succeed in getting us to take in the lie, to acknowledge the lie and to 
support the lie, we are compromised. We are compromising ourselves. 

“Somebody said to me today, your husband Kevin is such a hero because he’s really 
standing up, you know, and he’s sacrificing so much. And I said to him, please, let’s 
not let’s stop using the left’s language for what my husband and, frankly, I do. It is 
not a sacrifice. The sacrifice is by the people who sit on their butts and don’t stand 
up for the truth while knowing that they’re compromising their own values and 
ideals. Those people are making the huge sacrifice and it’s not pretty. And I don’t 
envy them because I believe in morals and values and I believe that we have to hold 
firm to those. Because that’s what we’re called to do. Otherwise, we’re hypocrites.”

Really
Hillary!

https://www.economicwarroom.com
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7.  The word Cancelled- it’s a euphemism. It makes light of the situation. I call it digital 
assassination. They digitally assassinated President Trump, the sitting president of the 
United States of America. 

“My husband was recently taken off 
of Facebook. They, quote/unquote, 
cancelled him. No, they digitally 
assassinated him and then they buried 
the body because what they did was, 
they took him down. They did not tell him. 
They did not tell anybody. They made 
no excuses for themselves. They sent 
him no messages. They assassinated 
him in the middle of the night and 
disappeared him. OK, now he came 
out and he sat and he made it clear 
and then he started a new page because he’s like, ‘Well, I’ll just start a new page.’ His 
550,000 followers were completely disenfranchised. Apparently, Facebook doesn’t 
care about their feelings, nor does it care about your feelings, mind you. So he started 
a new page and a friend of his posted, ‘Hey, if you’re looking for Kevin Sorbo, click here.’ 
And Facebook sent him a message and said, you may not share his content. So, we 
actually were making a joke about it. It’s like the old Seinfeld episode.”

‘It’s not enough to take the reservation. You have to hold the reservation.’ It’s not 
enough to have the Facebook page. You’re supposed to share on FB, that is their 
whole business plan is that people share their pages. But no, not for Kevin Sorbo, 
which in my mind is discrimination. And I think he should start a discrimination suit 
against Facebook. And I think they have a lot to answer for.”

We see this happening in China, you can digitally erase a person and even more.

 » China, you get one strike against you and then they’ll punish you a certain way 
under their social credit system. 

 » Two strikes and they’ll cut you off from social media, 

 » Three strikes and you can’t travel. 

What happens eventually is they just disappear. You end up in a concentration camp 
or something else. And a society that will allow that, is a society that will allow anything. 

https://www.economicwarroom.com
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That’s why the even the ACLU stood up for the Nazis in Skokie, Illinois. We hate what 
they’re saying, but we will defend to the death the right to say it. That’s no longer true.

 “The left is assassinating people digitally and they’re not 
far from trying to erase them permanently.”  –Kevin Freeman

Case Study - The Italy Restaurant Industry vs. COVID SHUTDOWN

In Italy the government said you if you’re a restaurant, you have to stay closed. And 
the restaurants looked at each other and they said, look, if we stay closed, we’re done. 
But if we open, they say that we’re going to be done. But let’s open, because if we all 
open together, can they really pick us all off? And so, they did. They picked a day and 
all the restaurants opened and the government said, gee, we can’t close them all and 
we can’t arrest them all. So, I guess restaurants can be open now. 

Key Takeaway - If the right can organize, which is what the left does so brilliantly, if the 
right can organize even just a little bit, we will win because we have truth on our side. 

“Look at what has happened with mask mandates. It’s like the elephant. When it’s a 
baby, they take a rope and they tie it. Since it’s a baby, it can’t overcome the rope. 
And so, it learns that when it has a rope tied around its leg, it can’t go anywhere. As 
an adult, the string, a string on an elephant’s leg, is enough to keep it in place. That’s 
amazing. And this is what’s happening to our culture right now. We’re getting so used 
to wearing the masks that I honestly, I’m annoyed and I’m a little bit less optimistic 
about the future because this is going on for so, so long. You know, it was two weeks to 
try to slow the curve. It’s slow the spread, and nobody bothered to ask, ‘Why slow the 
spread? What about speed the spread?’ Maybe the sooner we get through this, the 
better. Like what nobody was thinking.” –Sam Sorbo

https://www.economicwarroom.com
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8.  Entertainment impacts the culture faster than politics

As the Sorbo’s have shared, Politics is 
Upstream of Life. Politics tell us what we can 
and can’t do. Upstream of Politics is Culture 
and upstream of Culture is Entertainment. 

Economic War Room® shows that upstream 
of entertainment is money. There is a 
need to take our culture back within the 
entertainment industry. As we weaponize 
money we want to share entertainment investments that align with Liberty, Security 
and Values. 

Kevin and Sam Sorbo will be helping 
Economic War Room / NSIC financial 
advisor training as it relates to the 
entertainment industry by navigating 
the pros and cons of investing in 
entertainment. The Sorbo’s also 
operate their own studio. They are 
true leaders in the effort to take the 
entertainment back so we can take 
the culture back! 

“Words for Warriors. I 
started reading it and I 
realized it is not an ordinary 
book. It’s more a reference 
guide for the culture war.”
    –Kevin Freeman

https://www.economicwarroom.com
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Why You Should Care?
 » American values are being stripped away.

 » Words are being redefined and no longer speak truth.

 » Gaslighting is happening across America to manipulate the public.

 » People are being cancelled digitally, and that may just be the first step.

 » Justice is under attack.

 » Many believe there are no absolute truths.

 » Our words and language are being corrupted, so that they are meaningless.

 » Now is the time to take a stand!

Action Steps for Your Consideration:
 1.  Learn more with Sam Sorbo’s book, Words for Warriors, Fight Back Against Crazy 

Socialists and the Toxic Liberal Left. Go to SamSorbo.com for a personalized copy.

2.  Go to SorboFamilyFilmStudios.com to sign up for email updates or to invest in 
or donate toward family entertainment projects. With Twitter and FB censorship, 
organizing and sharing emails is critical!

3.  You and your financial advisor can be part of a movement that is working to save 
America through investments in Liberty, Security and Values. If you would like for your 
advisor to know about this and the other topics we cover, please send us her or his 
name and contact information. You can do that at EconomicWarRoom.com/advisor.

 Those who are part of the team focused on investment of Liberty, Security and Values, 
(LSV) investments will be eligible to apply to join with other trained advisors in the NSIC 
Institute. (NSIC stands for National Security Investment Consultant.)

 → This is a powerful group intended to be the cutting edge of financial advice. 

 → In the Institute, your financial advisor will have the opportunity to meet with 
and interact with the top people in National Security, Economics, and even 
cryptocurrencies.

 → Our intention is to collectively promote Liberty, Security, and the Values that make 
America great.

 → These advisors will be prepared to help you “weaponize your money” by growing it 
and using it to promote and defend the values you hold dear.

https://www.economicwarroom.com
https://www.samsorbo.com/
https://www.sorbofamilyfilmstudios.com/
https://www.economicwarroom.com/advisor
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4.  If you have not already done so, please consider the following:

 Be sure to sign up for our free Economic Battle Plans™ CLICK HERE

 → If you are following Economic War Room® you will be on the leading edge as it 
relates to global threats, geopolitical analysis, and how you can weaponize  
your money to strengthen America. Your money, livelihood and way of life are  
at risk and these tools are designed to mobilize America to protect their  
economic liberty.

In the Economic War Room®, we encourage Americans to be the “small ships that make the 
difference.” You cannot solely rely on the government or the president to solve America’s 
problems. You have to make a difference. It is up to you to help take our country back and create 
a voice for economic liberty. [The small ships are based on Churchill’s Operation Dynamo that 
rescued the British Expeditionary Forces in the Miracle of Dunkirk.

We need more Economic Patriots on the team! Consider what you can do now to help 
strengthen America or even help someone in need. Keep in touch with your congressional 
representatives. Choose from the list or set your own goals: 

√	 Get others to sign up on our website (https://www.economicwarroom.com) and 
review our free weekly Economic Battle Plans.TM Each of these will address critical 
solutions to the threats highlighted in this briefing.  

√	 At our Economic War Room® website, sign up to TheBlaze for our complete weekly 
shows. Please use our code (ECON) from that link for a discount and FREE trial.

√	  Follow, like, comment, and share on FB and Twitter. Look for short video segments 
on FB and Rumble. and make sure. We recognize these tools may be compromised 
at times, but if they are not filtered, they are the major platforms available to reach 
out to the public. [Know that alternatives to the social platforms listed above are under 
EWR consideration.] 

√	 Check out XOTV (https://xotv.me/channels/233-economic-war-room), a new free 
speech video platform that Economic War Room is proud to partner with. Access is 
FREE but consider making a donation to EWR on that website to help with Economic 
War Room’s research and production costs. 

https://www.economicwarroom.com
https://www.economicwarroom.com/battleplans
https://www.economicwarroom.com
https://www.economicwarroom.com/battleplans
https://economicwarroom.com
https://xotv.me/channels/233-economic-war-room
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√	 You are welcome to share this battle plan and our short video segments with friends 
on FB or YouTube. We set up the Economic War Room® to be your resource for 
information, preparation, and mobilization.

√	 Do this now! Have a financial action plan based on multiple geopolitical scenarios 
developed now. Advanced preparation is key. Trying to figure what to do when an 
economic event happens is usually too late. 

Shareable Quote: 

“Because words are our thoughts
and our thoughts are our prosperity. 

If you take that away, you’re taking a
way people’s ability to generate wealth, 

enjoyment, and express themselves.”
–Sam Sorbo - Author Words for Warriors

*DISCLAIMER: The Economic War Room® and its affiliates do not provide investment advice. In cases where guests or others may 
discuss investment ideas, these should not be viewed or construed as advice. The sole purpose is education and information. And, 
viewers should realize that in any case past performance is not indicative of future results. Neither Kevin Freeman, his guests or 
EWR-Media Holdings, LLC suggests, offers, or guarantees any specific outcome or profit. You should be aware of the real risk of loss 
in following any strategy or investment even if discussed on the show or any show-affiliated materials or websites. This material does 
not take into account your particular investment objectives, financial situation or needs and is not intended as recommendations 
appropriate for you. You must make independent decisions regarding information, investments, or strategies mentioned on this 
website or on the show. Before acting on information on economicwarroom.com website or on the show, or any related materials, you 
should consider whether it is suitable for your particular circumstances and strongly consider seeking advice from your own financial or 
investment advisor.

https://www.economicwarroom.com
https://facebook.com/economicwarroom
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCfsphUgquqFcp7D_NDe6J_A
http://economicwarroom.com
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The EWR Collection Deck – From Kevin Freeman
(List of resources and external links for more information)

Quick Access Links

About Sam Sorbo
The Attack on Kevin Sorbo
Does the Left Embrace Violence?
The War on Free Speech

[ ] - Must Read/Watch

Where to Access Economic War Room

On BlazeTV https://get.blazetv.com/economic-war-room/

Our Website https://www.economicwarroom.com/

Our Facebook page https://www.facebook.com/economicwarroom/

Our Twitter page https://twitter.com/economicwarroom

Our YouTube page https://www.youtube.com/economicwarroomwithkevinfreeman

Our Rumble page https://rumble.com/c/c-408647

Our Parler page https://parler.com/profile/EconomicWarRoom/posts

Our XOTV Channel https://xotv.me/channels/233-economic-war-room
Link to all Economic Battle Plans™ https://www.economicwarroom.com/battle Plans™

Episodes and Economic Battle Plans™ from Prior Shows with Application to this Topic
[ ] 11/12/20, EP113, Preserving the Ideals of the American Experience and Christian Values | Dave Brat and  
    Ryan Helfenbein, Download Economic Battle Plan™

[ ] 10/29/20, EP111, Playing for Keeps, Download Economic Battle Plan™

[ ] 10/08/20, EP108, Investor Values Poll, John McLaughlin, Download Economic Battle Plan™

[ ] 07/09/20, EP95, LSV Investing, Dave Brat, Download Economic Battle Plan™

[ ] 05/07/20, EP86 Arguing with Socialists, Glenn Beck, Download Economic Battle Plan™

[ ] 04/16/20, EP83 A Distorted American History, Howard Zinn, Download Economic Battle Plan™

[ ] 04/01/20, EP81 Hollywood’s Real Impact - Sorbo, Download Economic Battle Plan™

[ ] 11/14/19, EP61 Free Speech Under Attack, Download Economic Battle Plan™

https://www.economicwarroom.com
https://parler.com/profile/EconomicWarRoom/posts
https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/economicwarroom/pages/786/attachments/original/1605108912/ep113_Economic_Battle_Plan%25E2%2584%25A2_Dave_Brat_-_Ryan_Helfenbein.pdf?1605108912
https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/economicwarroom/pages/786/attachments/original/1603728857/ep111_Economic_Battle_Plan%25E2%2584%25A2_Playing_For_Keeps.pdf?1603728857
https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/economicwarroom/pages/786/attachments/original/1601992402/ep108_Economic_Battle_Plan%25E2%2584%25A2_John_McLaughlin.pdf?1601992402
https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/economicwarroom/pages/786/attachments/original/1594141911/ep95_Economic_Battle_Plan%25E2%2584%25A2_Dave_Brat.pdf?1594141911
https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/economicwarroom/pages/786/attachments/original/1588727629/ep86_Economic_Battle_Plan%25E2%2584%25A2_Glenn_Beck_Socialism.pdf?1588727629
https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/economicwarroom/pages/786/attachments/original/1586916437/ep83_Economic_Battle_Plan%25E2%2584%25A2_Mary_Grabar-Howard_Zinn.pdf?1586916437
https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/economicwarroom/pages/786/attachments/original/1585603195/ep81_Economic_Battle_Plan%25E2%2584%25A2_Hollywood_Sorbo.pdf?1585603195
https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/economicwarroom/pages/786/attachments/original/1573495807/ep61_Economic_Battle_Plan%25E2%2584%25A2_Free-Speech-Under_Attack.pdf?1573495807
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[ ] 07/18/19, EP44 Gil Amelio - New Free Speech Platform, Download Economic Battle Plan™

[ ] 05/02/19, EP33 Education or Indoctrination, Download Economic Battle Plan™

[ ] 12/13/18, EP12 7 Deadly Sins of Socialism (Part 2), Download Economic Battle Plan™

[ ] 12/06/18, EP11 7 Deadly Sins of Socialism (Part 1), Download Economic Battle Plan™

About Sam Sorbo

[ ] https://www.samsorbo.com

From Self-Doubter to Homeschool Advocate: An Interview with Sam Sorbo
https://hslda.org/content/docs/hshb/127/hshbwk13.asp

[ ] Hollywood Actress: Why I Homeschool My Kids 
https://www.dailysignal.com/2017/11/09/why-i-homeschool-my-kids/

Sam Sorbo: Author, Advocate, Actress
https://heidistjohn.com/blog/podcasts/sam-sorbo-author-advocate-actress-595 

[ ] The Sam Sorbo Radio Show (Podcast)  https://www.mikeonline.com/sam-sorbo-podcast/ 

Sam Sorbo: Conservatives must wade into cultural fray – yes, even making their own movies – to expand 
base
https://www.foxnews.com/opinion/sam-sorbo-conservatives-must-wade-into-cultural-fray-yes-even-
making-their-own-movies-to-expand-base 

Actor/radio host Sam Sorbo draws on decade of homeschooling experience to encourage parents who are 
homeschooling for first time
https://www.wjbf.com/community/jennie-actor-radio-host-sam-sorbo-draws-on-decade-of-
homeschooling-experience-to-encourage-parents-who-are-homeschooling-for-first-time/

‘Children Are a Gift from God’: Why Actress Sam Sorbo Is Asking Parents to Home Educate, Not 
Homeschool
https://www1.cbn.com/cbnnews/entertainment/2020/september/children-are-a-gift-from-god-why-
actress-sam-sorbo-is-asking-parents-to-home-educate-not-homeschool

Actress Sam Sorbo Shares Her Homeschooling Tips and Tricks
https://www.dailysignal.com/2020/04/02/actress-sam-sorbo-shares-her-homeschooling-tips-and-tricks/

[ ] WORDS FOR WARRIORS: Fight Back Against Crazy Socialists and the Toxic Liberal Left
https://www.amazon.com/WORDS-WARRIORS-Against-Socialists-Liberal/dp/1630061859/ref=tmm_hrd_
swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=&sr= 

Kevin and Sam Sorbo: The Left ‘Out for Blood’ in War to ‘Make Language Useless,’ ‘People Need to Get Out 
There and Fight’
https://www.cnsnews.com/index.php/blog/craig-bannister/kevin-and-sam-sorbo-left-out-blood-war-
make-language-useless-people-need-get 

https://www.economicwarroom.com
https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/economicwarroom/pages/786/attachments/original/1563290928/ep44_Economic_Battle_Plan%25E2%2584%25A2_XOTV_Gil_Amelio.pdf?1563290928
https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/economicwarroom/pages/786/attachments/original/1556503893/ep33_Economic_Battle_Plan%25E2%2584%25A2_Education.pdf?1556503893
https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/economicwarroom/pages/786/attachments/original/1544724547/ep12-Economic_Battle_Plan%25E2%2584%25A2_-Socialism-2.pdf?1544724547
https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/economicwarroom/pages/786/attachments/original/1544049638/ep11-Economic_Battle_Plan%25E2%2584%25A2_-Socialism-1.pdf?1544049638
https://www.samsorbo.com
https://hslda.org/content/docs/hshb/127/hshbwk13.asp
https://www.dailysignal.com/2017/11/09/why-i-homeschool-my-kids/
https://heidistjohn.com/blog/podcasts/sam-sorbo-author-advocate-actress-595
https://www.mikeonline.com/sam-sorbo-podcast/
https://www.foxnews.com/opinion/sam-sorbo-conservatives-must-wade-into-cultural-fray-yes-even-making-their-own-movies-to-expand-base
https://www.foxnews.com/opinion/sam-sorbo-conservatives-must-wade-into-cultural-fray-yes-even-making-their-own-movies-to-expand-base
https://www.wjbf.com/community/jennie-actor-radio-host-sam-sorbo-draws-on-decade-of-homeschooling-experience-to-encourage-parents-who-are-homeschooling-for-first-time/
https://www.wjbf.com/community/jennie-actor-radio-host-sam-sorbo-draws-on-decade-of-homeschooling-experience-to-encourage-parents-who-are-homeschooling-for-first-time/
https://www1.cbn.com/cbnnews/entertainment/2020/september/children-are-a-gift-from-god-why-actress-sam-sorbo-is-asking-parents-to-home-educate-not-homeschool
https://www1.cbn.com/cbnnews/entertainment/2020/september/children-are-a-gift-from-god-why-actress-sam-sorbo-is-asking-parents-to-home-educate-not-homeschool
https://www.dailysignal.com/2020/04/02/actress-sam-sorbo-shares-her-homeschooling-tips-and-tricks/
https://www.amazon.com/WORDS-WARRIORS-Against-Socialists-Liberal/dp/1630061859/ref=tmm_hrd_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=&sr=
https://www.amazon.com/WORDS-WARRIORS-Against-Socialists-Liberal/dp/1630061859/ref=tmm_hrd_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=&sr=
https://www.cnsnews.com/index.php/blog/craig-bannister/kevin-and-sam-sorbo-left-out-blood-war-make-language-useless-people-need-get
https://www.cnsnews.com/index.php/blog/craig-bannister/kevin-and-sam-sorbo-left-out-blood-war-make-language-useless-people-need-get
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The Attack on Kevin Sorbo

[ ] Kevin Sorbo says Facebook hasn’t told him why his page was deleted, compares situation to ‘Seinfeld’ 
episode
https://www.foxnews.com/entertainment/kevin-sorbo-facebook-page-deleted-seinfeld-episode 

Kevin Sorbo speaks out after Facebook deleted his page: ‘Freedom of speech has gone out the window’
https://www.foxbusiness.com/lifestyle/kevin-sorbo-facebook-freedom-of-speech 

‘Hercules’ actor Kevin Sorbo: ‘Completely blacklisted’ for being Christian in Hollywood
https://www.greenvilleonline.com/story/entertainment/2019/04/24/hercules-incredible-journeys-actor- 
kevin-sorbo-greenville-sc-christian-hollywood-blacklist/3552813002/

[ ] Actor Kevin Sorbo: ‘In Hollywood You Have to be Afraid to Say You’re a Christian’
https://www.cnsnews.com/blog/mark-judge/kevin-sorbo-hollywood-you-have-be-afraid-say-youre-
christian

Christian Actor Kevin Sorbo Banned From Making Appearance at Comicon Over Political Views
https://www.christianpost.com/news/christian-actor-kevin-sorbo-banned-comicon-over-political-views.
html

Newsmax’s 50 Most Influential Hollywood Conservatives
https://www.newsmax.com/BestLists/hollywood-conservatives-list-influential/2017/12/28/id/834055/

TONIGHT: Kevin Sorbo Won’t Let Hollywood Stop Him From Defending Faith, Patriotism https://www.
movieguide.org/news-articles/tonight-kevin-sorbo-wont-let-hollywood-stop-him-from- defending-faith-
patriotism.html 

Does the Left Embrace Violence?

[ ] Jordan Peterson shares poll showing white liberals embrace using violence to pursue political goals more 
than conservatives
https://www.theblaze.com/news/political-violence-poll-jordan-peterson

The Democratic Party is often violent, divisive and hypocritical; if it doesn’t change, Trump will be back | 
COMMENTARY
https://www.baltimoresun.com/opinion/op-ed/bs-ed-op-1122-democrats-their-own-worst-enemy-
20201120-tybsvfh2vfcaxoua2xmqy6p27y-story.html

Explaining the Left, Part IV: Leftist Contempt for Middle-Class Values
https://www.investors.com/politics/columnists/leftists-middle-class-values-dennis-prayer/

[ ] Left-wing Media Spurring On Violence Against the Right
https://990theanswer.com/content/all/left-wing-media-spurring-on-violence-against-the-right

https://www.economicwarroom.com
https://www.foxnews.com/entertainment/kevin-sorbo-facebook-page-deleted-seinfeld-episode
https://www.foxbusiness.com/lifestyle/kevin-sorbo-facebook-freedom-of-speech
https://www.greenvilleonline.com/story/entertainment/2019/04/24/hercules-incredible-journeys-actor-
https://www.cnsnews.com/blog/mark-judge/kevin-sorbo-hollywood-you-have-be-afraid-say-youre-christian
https://www.cnsnews.com/blog/mark-judge/kevin-sorbo-hollywood-you-have-be-afraid-say-youre-christian
https://www.christianpost.com/news/christian-actor-kevin-sorbo-banned-comicon-over-political-views.html
https://www.christianpost.com/news/christian-actor-kevin-sorbo-banned-comicon-over-political-views.html
https://www.newsmax.com/BestLists/hollywood-conservatives-list-influential/2017/12/28/id/834055/
https://www.movieguide.org/news-articles/tonight-kevin-sorbo-wont-let-hollywood-stop-him-from-
https://www.movieguide.org/news-articles/tonight-kevin-sorbo-wont-let-hollywood-stop-him-from-
https://www.theblaze.com/news/political-violence-poll-jordan-peterson
https://www.baltimoresun.com/opinion/op-ed/bs-ed-op-1122-democrats-their-own-worst-enemy-20201120-tybsvfh2vfcaxoua2xmqy6p27y-story.html
https://www.baltimoresun.com/opinion/op-ed/bs-ed-op-1122-democrats-their-own-worst-enemy-20201120-tybsvfh2vfcaxoua2xmqy6p27y-story.html
https://www.investors.com/politics/columnists/leftists-middle-class-values-dennis-prayer/
http://theanswer.com/content/all/left-wing-media-spurring-on-violence-against-the-right
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The War on Free Speech

[ ] The war on free speech
https://www.post-gazette.com/opinion/editorials/2021/01/26/The-war-on-free-speech-Parler-Social-
Media-technology/stories/202101140041

Twitter using Section 230 immunity as defense in child-porn case
https://www.wnd.com/2021/03/twitter-using-section-230-immunity-defense-child-porn-case/

[ ] Communist Tactics to Force Self-Censorship Sweeping America
https://theepochtimes.com/communist-tactics-to-force-self-censorship-sweep-america_3724784.html

Silent When It Happened To Trump, WSJ Gets Censored & Now Calls For Section 230 Changes
https://www.blabber.buzz/blab/pop/1025084-silent-when-it-happened-to-trump-wsj-gets-censored-
now-calls-for-section-230-changes

[ ] Amazon Quietly Bans Books Containing Undefined ‘Hate Speech’
https://theepochtimes.com/amazon-quietly-bans-books-containing-undefined-hate-speech_3716038.
html

New York university reportedly suspends student for saying ‘A man is a man, a woman is a woman’
https://www.theblaze.com/news/suny-suspends-student-over-trans-views

[ ] Bill Maher mocks social justice warriors, warns cancel culture is ‘real, insane, and coming to a 
neighborhood near you’
https://www.theblaze.com/news/bill-maher-cancel-culture-social-justice-warriors
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https://www.economicwarroom.com
https://www.post-gazette.com/opinion/editorials/2021/01/26/The-war-on-free-speech-Parler-Social-Media-technology/stories/202101140041
https://www.post-gazette.com/opinion/editorials/2021/01/26/The-war-on-free-speech-Parler-Social-Media-technology/stories/202101140041
https://www.wnd.com/2021/03/twitter-using-section-230-immunity-defense-child-porn-case/
https://theepochtimes.com/communist-tactics-to-force-self-censorship-sweep-america_3724784.html
https://www.blabber.buzz/blab/pop/1025084-silent-when-it-happened-to-trump-wsj-gets-censored-now-calls-for-section-230-changes
https://www.blabber.buzz/blab/pop/1025084-silent-when-it-happened-to-trump-wsj-gets-censored-now-calls-for-section-230-changes
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https://theepochtimes.com/amazon-quietly-bans-books-containing-undefined-hate-speech_3716038.html
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